Generational Theories
Baby Boomers:
•
•
•
•

The generation born in the years following World War II, when there was a temporary marked
increase in the birth rate.
Born between 1946 and 1964 (ages 51-69 in 2015)
Number 75 million
Considered the Idealist generation, focused on social issues, and question/challenge the morals
of institutions. Idealists are born and grow up in a societal ‘high’- when crime is low, optimism is
high, and children are indulged.

Generation X:
•
•
•
•

The generation born after that of the baby boomers, often perceived to be disaffected and
directionless.
Born between 1965 and 1980 (ages 35-50 in 2015)
Number 41 million
Considered the Reactive generation, focused pragmatic-solutions, and survival. They are usually
rebellious, independent, and cynical. They are born during an ‘awakening’- when society is
focused on ‘self’ rather than community. Crime starts to rise, and children are under-protected.

Millennials (Generation Y):
•
•
•
•

The generation reaching young adulthood around the year 2000
Born between 1980 and 1997 (ages 18-35 in 2015)
Number 83 million (the largest living generation)
Considered the Civic generation, focused on ‘how to clean things up’, and finding consensus in a
divisive ‘unraveling’ culture. They gear toward rebuilding institutions, and value optimism and
team-work.

Ways to engage the millennial learner:
The 5 Rs:
1. Research-based methods: Millennials prefer a broad spectrum of learning strategies. The
concept of learner-style is more pronounced in this generation. They prefer learning materials
that are delivered to cater to their visual, auditory and even kinesthetic needs.
They need to experience change in delivery formats to maintain interest. Their attention spans
are shorter – they quickly move on to other forms of learning. Their ideal learning environment
involves less lecture and more collaboration with peers. Group-based projects that emulate the
work environment (authentic assessments) are ideal for these learners.

2. Relevance: Millennials are aces at “googling” and discovering information. They do not value a
piece of information for its own sake, rather for its relevance to their lives. Trainers will find
millennials engaged in hands-on or application-based case studies, where new knowledge is
discovered and synthesized actively between group members.
The goal for trainers here is to connect the eLearning environment to the performance context
of these learners to convince them of its relevance.
3. Rationale: Baby boomers or generation X-ers respond well to an authoritarian teaching style.
They follow orders for the sake of complying with commands. On the other hand, millennials
were raised in a less authoritative environment – where decisions and actions were constantly
justified. Flexibility and recognizing the socio-emotional rationale behind new ideas and
processes are expectations of millennials. When trainers and instructors provide the rationale
behind policies and regulations in a learning environment, these young learners are more likely
to respond positively.
4. Relaxed: Think “laid back” when you conduct your training sessions. Millennials prefer a relaxed
learning environment, with minimum pressure, more freedom to complete assignments and
also more freedom for personal expression and creativity.
eLearning course mentors need to create a warm, empathetic, “no wrong answers”
collaborative environment.
5. Rapport: Millennials strive on personal relationships. When being raised, they had complete
attention from their parents. They are used to older adults showing more interest in their lives.
They prefer and appreciate instructors showing a personal interest in their learning plans and
achievement goals.
These learners also perform better at work and in the classroom when instructors connect with
them on a personal level.
The workforce is quickly being replaced by millennials. Training managers need to modify their
teaching and course delivery strategies to rein in the potential of these learners.
Incorporate these 5 Rs in your course mentoring strategies to weed out those that did not work well in
the past. Ideally, train your trainers on these 5 Rs so that they experience a rewarding teaching
environment.

Baby Boomers

Generation X

Core Values

-Anti-war
-Anti-government
-Anything is possible
-Equal rights
-Equal opportunities
-Involvement
-Optimism
-Personal Gratification
-Personal Growth
-Question Everything
-Spend now, worry later
-Team Oriented
-Transformational
-Trust no one over 30
-Youth
-Work
-Want to “make a
difference”

-Balance
-Diversity
-Entrepreneurial
-Fun
-Highly Educated
-High job expectations
-Independent
-Informality
-Lack of organizational
-Loyalty
-Pragmatism
-Skepticism/Cynical
-Think Globally
-Tech literacy

Attributes

-Ability to handle a crisis
-Ambitious
-Antiestablishment
-Competent
-Competitive
-Consensus Leadership
-Consumerism
-Ethical
-Good communication skills
-Idealism
-Extremely loyal
-Multi-taskers
-Rebellious against
convention
-Strong focus on work, but
now seek a healthy
life/work balance
-Willing to take on
responsibility

-Adaptable
-Angry but don’t know why
-Antiestablishment
-Big gap with boomers
-Crave independence
-Confident
-Competent
-Ethical
-Focus on Results
-Free agents
-Highest number of divorced
parents
-Ignore leadership
-Loyal to Manager
-Pampered by their parents
-Results driven
-Self-starters
-Self-sufficient
-Strong sense of entitlement
-Unimpressed with authority
-Willing to take on
responsibility
-Willing to put in the extra
time to get a job done

Millennials
(Generation Y)
-Achievement
-Adventurous
-Avid consumers
-Civic-oriented
-Compassionate
-Conscious
-Confidence
-Diversity
-Fun!
-High morals
-Highly tolerant
-Highly competitive
-Like personal attention
-Progressive
-Sociable
-Global citizens
-Most educated generation
-Extremely tech savvy
-Spiritual
-Now!
-Optimism
-Realism
-Ambitious but not entirely
focused. Look to the workplace for
direction and to help them achieve
their goals.
-At ease in teams
-Attached to their gadgets &
parents
-Best educated
-Multiculturalism
-Have not lived without computers
-Eager to spend money
-Fiercely Independent
-Focus on change using tech
-Incorporate individual resp. into
their jobs
-Innovative- think our of box
-Individualistic yet group-oriented
-Loyal to peers
-“Me First “ attitude in work life
-Most doted upon of any
generation at work
-Political Savvy (like the Boomers)
-Pragmatic Idealists
-Self –absorbed

-Work/Life Balance
-Work to live

Work Ethic

-Driven
-Workaholic
-Work long hours to
establish self-worth,
identity and fulfillment
-Work ethic = worth ethic
-Quality

-Work smarter and with
greater output, not work
longer hours.
-Eliminate the task
-Self-reliant
-Want structure & direction

Work Assets

-Anxious to please
-Challenges the status quo
-Can creatively break down
the big picture into
assignments
-Good at seeing the big
picture
-Good team players
-Mission oriented
-Politically Savvy-gifted in
political correctness
-Service oriented
-Will go the extra mile
-Works hard

Work
Liabilities

Expect everyone to be
workaholics
Dislike conflict
Don’t like change
Challenge authority of
traditionalists
Judgmental if disagree
Not good with finances
“Process before results”
Self-centered

-Consumer mentality
-Direct communicators
-Don’t mind direction but
resent intrusive supervision
-Eager to Learn
-Good task managers
-Good short term problem
solving skills
-Highly educated
-Multitaskers
-Not intimidated by authority
-Thrive on flexibility
-Will do a good job if given
the right tools
-Value “information”
-Want feedback
-Dislike Authority
-Dislike rigid work
requirements
-Impatient
-Lack people skills
-No long term outlook
-Respect Competence
-Mistrusts Institutions
-Rejects rules
-Don’t understand the
optimism of Boomers and
Gen Y

-Strong sense of entitlement
-Think mature generation is “cool”
-Want to please others
-Hope to make life contributions to
world
-Very patriotic (shaped by 9/11)
-Seek responsibility early on in their
roles
-Ambitious
-What’s next?
-Multitasking
-Tenacity
-Entrepreneurial

-Consumer mentality
-Collaboration
-Goal oriented
-Highly educated
-Optimistic
-Positive attitude
-Technical

-Distaste for menial work
-Inexperienced
-Need supervision
-Need structure
-Lack discipline
-High expectations
-Lack of skills for dealing with
difficult people
-Impatient
-Lack of experience
-Respond poorly to those who act
in an authoritarian manner and/or
who expect to be respected due to
higher rank alone—respect is based
on competency
-Seek instant gratification
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After one month, we remember the following about what we learned:

Lecture
5% of what we hear

Reading
10% of what we see

Audio Visual
20% of what we see and hear

Demonstration
30% of what we watch others do through demonstration

Group Discussion
50% of what we repeat seeing, hearing, and doing important skills or
concepts—sensory redundancy. Especially when in engaged in group
discussion

Connecting your life experience
72% of remembered or imagined life experiences—movies of the mind

Practice by Doing
80% of first-time or demanding action that applies new learning— performance of a
life challenge activity

Teaching Others
92% of what we teach others

Sources: https://www.td.org/Publications/Blogs/Science-of-Learning-Blog/2015/03/Debunk-This-People-Remember-10-Percent-of-What-They-Read
https://www.psychotactics.com/art-retain-learning/ and adapted from the handout for the video “The As-If” Action, Dr. Gary Phillips, Eduserv. 1155 Wept 8th
Ave Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6H IC5.

